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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3091 BEARD, Mary (Hobson), 1878-1962 – Collector

1 folder. 7 items. 1942. Originals.

SC2017.2.9

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC BEARD, Mary (Hobson) 1878-1962 – 1942
3091 Collector

Letters written to Mary Beard of Bowling
Green, Kentucky, and research material
collected by the same for her book, Old Homes
In and Near Bowling Green, Kentucky.
1 folder. 7 items. Originals.
SC2017.2.9

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Banks – Bowling Green, Kentucky
Brite, Catherine “Kate” Lucille (Barner), 1868-1951 – Letter from
Graham family – History on
Graham, Katherine E. (Field), 1863-1945 – Letter from
Green River Female College (Bowling Green)
Historic houses – Bowling Green
Mitchell, Mary Stubbins (Dulaney), 1870-1960 – Letter from
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